SUBJECT: COUNCIL OF REPRESENTATIVES


THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE PROPOSED FOR THE AGENDA:

1. COMMITTEE ON ANTI-DUMPING PRACTICES
   - REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE (L/4408)

2. AGREEMENT BETWEEN FINLAND AND BULGARIA
   - REPORT BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE WORKING PARTY

3. INDONESIA - ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW SCHEDULE XXI
   - REQUEST FOR A WAIVER (L/4398)

4. PROVISIONAL ACCESSION OF COLOMBIA (L/4430)

5. FREE-TRADE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE EEC AND PORTUGAL (L/4419)

6. REPORTS OF PANELS
   (a) UNITED STATES TAX LEGISLATION (DISC) (L/4422)
   (b) INCOME TAX PRACTICES MAINTAINED BY FRANCE (L/4423)
   (c) INCOME TAX PRACTICES MAINTAINED BY BELGIUM (L/4424)
   (d) INCOME TAX PRACTICES MAINTAINED BY THE NETHERLANDS (L/4425)

7. BANGKOK AGREEMENT (L/4418)

8. ASSOCIATION EEC-GREECE (L/4420)

9. ASSOCIATION EEC-TURKEY (L/4421)

10. REGIONAL AGREEMENTS - CALENDAR OF BIENNIAL REPORTS (C/W/281)

11. UNITED STATES - AGRICULTURAL IMPORT RESTRICTIONS (L/4426)
12. APPLICATION OF ARTICLE XXXIV TO JAPAN (L/431)

13. GREECE - INCREASE IN BOUND DUTY (C/M/108, SR.31/2, page 13)
   - ITEM REQUESTED BY AUSTRIA

14. EEC - RE COURSE UNDER ARTICLE XXIII:2 AGAINST CANADA (L/432)

15. PORTUGAL - SURCHARGES AND IMPORT DEPOSIT (L/433 AND ADD.1,2)

16. TRAINING ACTIVITIES (L/433)

17. DE FACTO APPLICATION OF THE GATT TO NEWLY INDEPENDENT STATES (L/427)

18. STATUS OF PROTOCOLS (C/W/280)

19. CONSULTATIVE GROUP OF EIGHTEEN
   - REPORT TO THE COUNCIL (L/429)
   - REVIEW OF TASKS, COMPOSITION AND TERMS OF REFERENCE (L/4204)

20. COMMITTEE ON BUDGET, FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
   - REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE (L/413)

21. REPORT OF THE COUNCIL (C/W/279)

CONTRACTING PARTIES AND ASSOCIATED GOVERNMENTS NOT MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL
AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS DESIRING TO BE REPRESENTED BY OBSERVERS SHOULD
INFORM ME OF THE NAMES OF THEIR REPRESENTATIVES BY THURSDAY, 11 NOVEMBER.

O. LONG